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Buster Brown Shoes for the Bojs.

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment are wonderful.

Example of
Proqressiveness That
Cities Like Santa Fe are Very
Slow to Learn.
Spokane, Wash., April 20. Everv
city, town and hamlet on steam or
electric railroads or steamboat, lines
in eastern Washington and Oregon,
north and central Idaho, western Montana and southeastern British Columbia, an area of 150,000 square miles,
called the Inland Empire, will be visited by prominent officials and members of the Spokane chamber of commerce this year, beginning in June,
when the first. "Booster Special" will
make a tour of the eastern district.

JEWELER

The Shoes That Wear

s,

SPOKANE SENDS OUT
A BOOSTER SPECIAL,

MANUFACTURER

Asj;

OCCUpa-learne-

J

Goods.

tM'Si w

V:--

These pure, sweet and gentle
emollients preserve the hands,
prevent redness, roughness and
chapping, and impart in a single
that vclvctv softness and
whiteness SO much desired by
d
women. For those whose
tions tend to injure the hands or
who suffer from dry, fissured,
itching, feverish palms and shape-pose- d
less nails, with painful finger-end-

ex-Go-

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

y

book

Soap and Ointment

'"C. C.

!

T

Assured by the Use of

Through hare room and darkened
hall;
''Come home, children of the Southland,"
Voices of the springtime call.

No. 40

8

til

sweet-breathe-

CALL

Jewelry, Silverware,

COMPANY

.

RESOLVED!!!!

in the Southland,
spring-timDon't you hear vain mem'ry sighs
For
laughing eyes,
In the
tangled garden
'Midst the weeds and
deep,
Flowers, for long years untended,
Nestle where the brave hearts sleep,
Through the old house memory

'Tis

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

M

TVw Little: Tommy Tucker.
VaS Certainly a .Sucked
For SiNGiNG for nice bread and meat
If he'd known vhat to cnoo.se
he'd had EU5IER 8R0MB11 RiOT SMS

t,

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

s. s pitz

SOFT WHITE

UP.

SPRINGTIME IN THE SOUTHLAND.
(By Medicus Ransom in Great Southwest.)
'Tis spring-timin the southland,
Don't you hear the dove's far call?
Don't you scent the breath of lilacs
By the vine-cla- d
garden wall?
The orchard boughs bend lightly
In the gentle southern breeze,
And a rain of rosy blossoms
Shatters from tiiie flow'ring trees.
blue-gras- s
meadow
Through the sun-liRuns the brook, whose song of joy
'Wakens all the sleeping flowers,
boy.
Blithely calls the bare-foo- t

Pansy

4

ROUND

Dcpota: London, 27. Charterhouse Sq.: Paris. 10.
Ruo ue li Chaussee d'Anlin; Australia. R. Towns tc
Co.. Sydney; India, B. K. Paul. Calcutta: China.
. r. maruya, liu.,
Horn? Kong Drus Co : Japan.
Toklo; So. Afrlcrv. Lcnnon. Ltd.. Cane I own, etc.;
chein. Corp.. Sole I rope..
V.S.A.. Potter Drue
135 Columbus Ave . Boston.
Cuticura Book, an Author- ny oa Ui Care tnd Treatment ol SUn and lialr. '

'

'
'

Wood-Davi-

-

i

CITY TOPICS

lyiiNOR
S

Colo.,

Denver,

April

20

SI

Forecast for Xew Mexico:
with warmer S
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
Fair tonight
weather
and
Thursday
partly
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
cooler S
and
showers
cloudv
with
SEEDS
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE
S
S in north portion.
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SsETS,
s
S S S X X X Z V. X X
69 .Was Maximum Yesterday Sixc..-- j
committee on conventions and excur
sions, which has just completed plans nine degrees was the maximum torn- GENERAL MERCHANDISE
for the series of junkets, announces pe:ature yesterday at 4 p. m. and the
IOC CANON
PHONK 1 Q
ROAD
that between 130 and 200 comnmni-- minimum was 41 degrees. The weather
BLACK 1 17
ties will be visited, the purpose of the was ideal and many took advantage of
trips being to encourage the cham-iThe average relative humidity was
bers of commerce and boards of trade, only 30 per cent. The temperature at
already organized, in their work of 6 o'clock this morning was 44 degrees,
settling the various districts and de-- ,
year ago today the maximum was
veioping tneir resources and to
and the minimum' 33 degress with;
gamze a commercial club in every 71
per cent o sunshine. There wero
town where there is none at present.
winds and a sandstorm.
high
The Spokane chamber of com-- .
merce, of which Charles M. Fassett is
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN
president, has an active membership FORMER U. S. SENATOR
GOES TO THE HAGUE.
of 950. including: the foremost busi
ness and professional men m the city,"
Mr.
said, "and we are ready
Spokane, Wash., April 20. Former
4' and Waggoner
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
with the United States Senator George Turner,
willing to
towns in the district; and, in fact.! who has returned to his home in
125
the northwest states, injkane from Washington, D. C, will sail
130 RED
out
carrying
successfully the work from Xew York on May 21 for The
DONE.
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
they have in hand or contemplate do- - Hague, where he will appear before
the tribunal as one of the counsel for
,
'Probably the feature of these
United States in the famous
,
:
is that no one will .solicit
trade or even take a voluntary order:
jflsheries rights on the Newfoundland
t0. mlfe' J)eple t0iand Labrador coasts and is of prime
Ll
t0
importance to this country. As it is
another T1,e
of
t&ese
,
firgt of its kind involvi
chamber of commerce is to bu hl
,i fu
h
the country districts: the citv cal, ane8tl0nf f nshts
fu- &
BOme
on
the
precedent
take care of itself. The Inland Emtne
on
flsneries
conduct
the
of
lUre
Pire has between 700,000 and 750 000
population at present and is growing coasts. Mr. Turner said that all the
SOLE AGENTS FOR
rapidly, and we expect to double that, testimony has been taken and that the
arguments are to begin on June 1 and
before 1916."
continue until early in August, the triFood
bunal sitting for days a week and for
HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- about four haurs each day. Colonel
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
LED
Theodore Roosevelt, while president
ward for any case of Catarrh that
be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Crre. of the United States, appointed Mr.
Flow, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Turner as counsel for the govern
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
work
We, the undersigned, have known F. ment, and the latter has been at
case
months.
on
four
more
Salt ani Seeds
than
the
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes
and be
lieve him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
able to carry out any obligations made
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill
by his firm.
out this coupon and mail to
j

i

FRANK F. GORMLEY

j

j

1

Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N. J., April 4, 1910.
s
Hardware Co.,
The
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
We herewith eg to enclose you a credit memo for
Gentlemen:
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., Laguna, N. Mex.
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest convenience as there seems to be an epidemic of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT ONCE.
Kindly advise us that you nave made this shipment and oblige,
Very respectfully,
(Signed) : FULPER FILTER CO.,

j

it

By SAMUEL

PARKER.
Mgr. Sales Dept.

L- -

Tgjr,wvr

SSHSiJ!

C0PY:

A TRUE

This is but one the many instances where we are asked to ship
this Filter all over the country.
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective
and sanitary Filters on the market.
We will be more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter, as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, but make an early call.

'

MULLIGAN & BRING

3H

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

or-i3- 2

i

Phone

If it's Hardware

W?uWiBc3ii We have it.

!

j

WHOLESALE

oal

J,APiTI

AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE'

Screened

ex-(th- e

Wood
Lump

CERR'ILLOS

,.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

tT TV Prlse

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.

0rtn

Telephone

j

Ail kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
No Need to Cut.
S . E. Corner of Plaza.

I

WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous nurfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi

Telephone 85

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)

Room 19 Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.
Does a genera) ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

diamowdc

On April 15, 1910, I was living at
address given below, but to the best
of my knowledge I have not been enumerated there or anywhere else.
Name
Street and No

.

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE

EMe8

business.

Fe Real Estate

Interest

C. YOflJTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

.Supervisor of Census

City

Mht Prices

Right Goods
Rigfct Sorviso

m

I

MEXICAN FILIGREE

J1WELRY

HHSl'i

Eyes Tested and
Ftttad by

Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Franolseo St.

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin Oil" and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
I sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

OLIVE OIL

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

-

International Stock

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CUR10 CO.

Steam Coal.

SANTA

FE, N. M. H

IMWMWIWitlSillllM

ZODKS

PHllCY

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20, 1910.
VERIFY IT

The Proof is

in

Santa Fe Almost at

Your Door.
The public statement of a Santa Fe
citizen is in itself strong proof for
Santa Fe people, but confirmation
strengthens the evidence.
Here is a Santa Fe citizen who testified years ago that Doan's Kidney
Pills relieved sick kidneys and now
states the cure was permanent. Can
any sufferer from kidney ills ask better proof? You can investigate. The
case is right at home.
Lino Romero, Palace avenue, Santa
Fe, N. M.. says: "I know that Doan's
Kidney Pills fulfill the claims made for
them. If I were not confident of this
fact, I could never have been induced
to give this remedy my endorsement.
There was a dull ache in tie small of
my back that bothered me for a long
time and had by spells been the cause
of my laying off from work for two or
three days. Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s

PAGE THREE.
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Cool Kitchen

LOW VITALITY

Perfect Cooking
The housewife with
years of experience the
woman who knows how to
cook finds, after practical tests and hard trials,
the New Perfection Oil
Cook-Stov- e
is her idea of
what a good cook-stov- e
really ought to be.
She finds it requires less,
attention, costs less to operate, and cooks all food
better than any other stove
she has ever tried.
She finds the New Perfection oven bakes and
roasts perfectly. The

lOHILDREN
Caused by Poor Ventilation
of Chicago's Schools and
Homes
SAFEGUARDS

INSURANCE

FOR

Windy City Has Three Cornered
War Among
Chicago,

111.,

April

20.

Low vital-

ity among Chicago"s school children
caused by poor ventilation has turnnd
attention to the innovation in the

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of th SouthweA"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th Wet

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location

of any Military School In the UdIod. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern tp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aod W
A Finlay
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Wsw TPeriSeitoit

schools of Germany where ozone, artificially produced, is used to vitalize
and sterilize the air. Superintendent
Ella Flagg Young and Dr. W. A.
Evans, commissioner of health of Chi
cago, have denounced the school room
air as unendurable. Experiments are
now being conducted which may rehas a Cabinet Top with a shelf for keeping plates and food hot.
sult in the adoption of ozonizers as is
There are drop shelves for coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled towel racks.
done abroad, the Vohr method having
It has long turquoise-blu- e
enamel chimneys. The nickel finish, with the
now proved to be a great advance over
bright blue of the chimneys, makes the stove ornamental and attractive.
2
Made
with
and
3
burners ; the 2 aad
1,
stoves can be had with or
those in use in Germany, France and
without Cabinet.
other countries. "The system of ven
CAUTIONARY NOTE : Be sure yon gel this stove-s-ee
that the
reads " NEW PERFECTION."
tilation used in the Chicago schools,
Every dealer everywhere; if not at yours, write for Descriptive Circular
the 'down draft' type, was exploded
to the Dearest agency of the
years ago by scientific inquiries," deFoster-Milbur- n
Oil
clared Mrs. Young. "And years ago I
(Incorporated)
knew that the children were not getting sood air and I suggested a
change. One needs only to go into
the classrooms from the outer air and
take a breath and one's nose will tell relative cost and
TO AND FPOr.? r.OSWEU.
charges of coffins business at an inadequate rate."
Automobile that? the air is impure and 'dead.' Ven and other items that appear on funeral
Connection made wlr
Controlling Butter Prices.
line at Torrance for Roswell daily, tilation that merely stirs the air about bills and usually are paid unchalThe
threatened expulsion of Chiventinot
without
Ros-welis
real
it
l
changing
Automobile leaves Torrance for
lenged. One casket that cost $53.50
at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswel) lation. But that is the kind we get was billed to mourning relatives at cago members of the Elgin Butter
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- in all the schools. The engineer tests $400, according to the admission un- Board of Trade has led to the charge
wel for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- the air with an instrument which der oath of the undertakers. The of- that South Water street dealers have
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The proves its circulation and pronounces ficers of the Undertakers' Association
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance the room properly ventilated. But he are indignant that prices are cut and attempted to control the Elgin prices.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and does not test its chemical properties advertised and declare that the ethics This the Chicago dealers declare to
However, the controRoswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- and learn the story the olfactory of their profession are violated. The be ridiculous.
has given the public a glimpse
versy
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockarrt nerves tell. Now is the time for a
City Club's committee of inquiry will at methods
by which Elgin prices are
change and we will bring it about, if report May 2.
Newman declared conmade.
Joseph
possible." The great increase in the
Made a Scapegoat.
"On
the
Chicago members:
cerning
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
number of pupils in school rooms as a
take
out
from
The
has
west
another
their
insurance
lost
way
Chicago
they
result of the city's growth has increased the organic matter given off by company which defied that money a straw vote and decide 'wnat me
MASONIC.
are in
lungs and pores, into the air, to a j power of the east which Tom Lawson price will be, and then if they
of a majority they make that price predubbed
removal
"the
the
system,"
is
where
of
it
the task oxidizing
Montezuma Lodge No point
than ordinary oxygen can the Consolidated Casualty Company vail by taking advantage of the new
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg greater
from' Chicago to West Virginia being, ruling which allows any member to
ular communications handle. Ozone is oxygen with an
to those made the scape- protest from the floor the price of the
first Mondv of ead enormous energy, and "school room" according of the sudden lightning quotation committee. Such was their
goats,
part
air
to
ozone
clean
effectively
requires
month a Masonic hal
and invigorate it. Similar conditions which has struck others who had a action last Monday, when the quotaat 7.30 y. m.
tion committee, after a careful study
prevail in schools throughout the like temerity. The president of the
H. H. DORMAN,
as
an
honorable
of the markets of the country, proposrecord
with
company,
a
diminished
and
this
country
explains
Acting Master.
United
of
assistant
the
ed a price of 32 cents. The Chicago
secretary
is
zest
for study about which there
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Casmembers voted it down and fixed the
complaint. Ozone, which by the Vohr States treasury, president of the
New
in
of
America
price at 31 cents, although they were
Company
ualty
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, method is generated by a fan charged York and of a
in Chicago at 33 cents at the
company
selling
Philadelphia
with
the
con
from
is
R- - A. M.
produced
electricity,
Regular
re- - time.
a
been
enfilladed
in
has
The
Elgin board of trade was
officially
devocation second Monday of oxygen, and its effect is that of a
port calculated to crush him, and is- - formed to establish prices that would
each month at Masonic odorizer, disinfectant and vitalizer.
sued this reply: "The report of Mr. be fair, just and right to all, but that
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Steam Plows By Train Load.
purpose is being nullified."
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Steam plows by the trainload and Roche reflects the hostility which the
in- - j
its
from
encountered
has
company
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
gasoline tractor plows by the traip-loa- d
two years MINISTER ABANDONS PULPIT
For
ception.
practically
have passed through Chicago to
TO ENTER POLITICS.
Santa Fe Commandery No. join in the conquest of the prairies of there has been a determined and aporganized effort to assassiwl; 1. K. T. Regular conclave Alberta, each shipment being blazon parently
fourth Monday in each ed with banners telling the destina- nate the company. These guerilla He Has Been
Living in a Sphere of
JjjpSseaP, month at Masonic Hall at tion. These big traction plows are methods of tht, competitors of the
and Wants
Theories
and
Ideals
were
on
encountered
every
7:30 p. m.
of turning the virgin sod on company
Life.
Real
icnpable
side and enormously increased the exJ. A. MASSIE, E. C.
2,000 acres each during tue season,
I have been
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
'and are in such demand that they pense of organization.
scores
of
warned
times
in
the last two
Spokane, Wash., April 20. Firmly
'mean the addition of lO.OOO acre3 to
my-- ; in the belief that as a minister of the
Consolidated
the
and
that
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 the
years
empire of wheat in western Can- self would be
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
put out of business. The 'gospel he was living in a sphere of
ada. Canadian Pacific rat' way reports
meets
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry
one surety company, ideals and thories, apart from the
of
president
from Calgary indicate that the influx
on the third Monday of each month
member of the 'Surety Trust' told me world's activity and progress, Charles
districts
in
new
even
of
the
settlers,
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
are that the only hope that the Consoli- H. 'Braden, formerly pastor of Grace
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. where new settlers by hundreds
business
in
in
dated
had
continuing
.Baptist church of Spokane, has aban-wa- s
no unusual phenomenon, this year will
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corto join the Surety Association, 'doned the pulpit to enter national
astonish even optimistic immigration
dially invited to attend.
known as the 'Surety Trust.' ities, which, he says, after all, to
officials. The early spring which has
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
I have been warned that some extent, expresses life as it is
More
recently
VeneraDle Master. been general in the United States has the
maintain rates would actually lived, adding:
to
failure,
and
Alberta
prevailed throughout
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
mean the annihilation of the Consoli- "i have come to feel that while the
farmers have been rushing the sowing
Secretary.
in- combined
of
This
warfare
dated.
continues to preach and
ministry
of spring wheat. Warm rains have
Consolidated prevented idealize, politics continue to live and
on
terests
the
This
time.
fallen
at
the
B. P. O. E.
opportune
from being licensed in a number of do; that the gap between them conSanta Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., has given settlers and land seekers it
states
where it had spent money and tines to widen, and that the preacher's
sechave
So
on
uncommon
the
enthusiasm.
holds its regular session
many
to
secure stockholders and com- - world of ideals is coming to be retime
ond and fourth Wednesday of eacn arrived at the newer towns that the
Jgarded by the practical world as an
month. Visiting brothers are invited hotels have been unable to accommo- plete agency organization."
embodiment of fanciful theories,
Fraternal
Insurance,
for
A. J. FISCHER,
date them. Travel out of Strathmore Safeguards
and welcome.
to be written about, sung
cellent
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. by land seekers has become so heavy
insurance
for fraternal
ineorizeu
auuiu, aim, to ume
that it was found necessary to buy a proposed at their conference in Chi- auoui,
Secretary.
but not to be carcried
about,
extent,
of
carrying cago this week by the National Assolarge motor bus capable
ried
and
into
government and
politics
25
Knights of Pythias.
passengers. Farming operations ciation of ' Insurance Commissioners
I have no
made
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of have been carried on without intermis-- '
operative.
universally
promise protection to the sound soPythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d sion for several weeks, even the bliz- cieties against a general disaster to word of criticism to pass upon the call
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. zard which tied up trains in Colo- fraternal insurance threatened' by the of the ministry. It is the highest
men. While I was in it I tried
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- rado
having failed to make any dis- opposition to
offered by some among
to
fulfill
its requirements to the
ing Knight's invited to attend.
turbance as far north as the Dominion societies whose rates have not met
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
line.
mortality requirements. CommissionJOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.
The High Cost of Dying.
er McComb, of Oklahoma, in a letter
The annual meeting of the stockon this subject said: "I have watched
be
will
also
cost
of dying
The high
holders
of the New Mexico Telephone
efdeal of interest the
with a
investigated in Chicago, the City Club forts ofgreat
will be held at its office, N.
Company
to
societies
leading
adjust
having named a committee' to probe their business to an adequate basis. W. corner Plaza, Santa Fe, Thursday,
21 1910, 5 p. m.
into the matter and particularly into Fraternal insurance fills a want,
"und
ries protection in the homes of a great
the merits of the
dertakers' war" which involves the many people that otherwise would not
merits of the "factory to consumer" be protected. This itself is sufficient
plan versus the big retail profits of argument and justification for fraternthe time honored undertaking busi- al insurance. Not only this,, the sysness. The inquiry was promoted by tem of fraternal insurance in collectthe club's decision that in general the ing premiums or assessments monthcost of dying was prohibitive and that ly make it easier for poor people to

drug store, brought me entire relief
and the few slight attacks of backache I have had since then have quickly yielded to this remedy. I will always hold a high opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills."
Mr. Romero gave the above testimonial in January, 1907, and when interviewed on June 29. 1909, he said:
"I can speak as highly of Doan's KidI publicly enney Pills now as
dorsed them two and a half years ago.
This remedy always gives me the desired benefit when I use it."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember1 the name Doan's and
take no other.

New Mexico Military Institute

Superintendent.

Oil. Cook-stov- e

name-plat-

Continental

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

e

General Express Forwarders

Company

1

TO

All

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

j

'

Don

-

il

A SPIRITED

AND WELL MATCHED

team, Is what we send out from this
LIVERY.
We send a driver, tod, if desired.
What more invigorating than a lively
spin over the smooth roads on a clear,
bright day.
It being Spring makes the occasion
more enjoyable.
Take a ride and be happy.

WILLIAMS

4 RISING

310 San Francisco St.

'Phone

139 Red,

in particular funeral expenses have
been exorbitant. Among the wage
earners the death of a member of a
family has been a financial setback
from which families have not recovered for years, according to the observation of one of the workers of Northwestern University settlement, Miss
Harriet Vittum. The recent verdict of
a municipal court jury 'cutting in two
the charge of a Kenwood undertaker
on the testimony of W. E. Gerry, general manager of a concern which has
cut , out the middleman, the Western
Casket & Undertaking Company, has
aroused keen public curiosity as to the

pay than if they were required to pay
annually in advance. It is said that
no one is so blind as he who will not
see, and I hope that the managements
of the various societies will prove
themselves big enough men to advocate and stand for sound insurance.
To argue for sound insurance does not
argue against fraternal insurance.
Those who contend that a man is an
enemy to fraternal insurance because
he advocates adequate rates does not
correctly state the facts. In fact, the
adequate rate man is the true friend
of fraternal insurance, and not the
man that advocates a continuation of
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CLOAKS, SILKS,

LACES,

GLOVES

ETC

PRICES REASONABLE

Phone 132 Red.

SPECIAL
SALE

OPERA

GOWNS,

TIES, PARASOLS

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

East Side Plaza:

LACES & EMBROIDERIES

SPECIAL
SALE

Ae

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

f
I

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

The Colorado

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

the Pioneer Life insurance
of the Southwest

Co.,

SEBGERE. Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fe.
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PRESS AND REPAIR

HATS MADE NEW.

A. ilL

The

& DYE WORKS

FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING

j

car-APr-

CHAS. CLOSSON

Caspar Avenue

PARISIAN CLEANING

j

three-cornere-

'Phone 9

N. M.

Catron

Block

It Is an admitted fact that real esThe New Mexica.i Printing Comtate, financial men and merchants all pany has on hand a large supply of
say that quickest and best results are pads and tablets suitable for achool
obtained by advertising in the New
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Mexican.
If you are In need of anything, try and merchants; good everywhere. We
a New Mexican Want Ad.
will sell them at 5 cents tn book form.
,
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It Is an admitted fact that real esWashington dispatches have it that
even the' members'Of the investigating tate, financial men and merchants all
results are
'committee are getting sick and tired say that quickest and
A
t
Ballinger-Pinchoin
the New
the
COMPANY
of
PRINTING
MEXICAN
hearing.
PUBLISHERS.
obtained
advertising
by
THE NEW
to kill interest in any
j sure
way
Mexican.
FRANK
P.
STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
is to drag it over days, weeks
Vice President.
Editor and President.
Und months. Life is too short to fol-- I
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurelow any subject of that kind for long
er than a day or two.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
If the proceedings in the Ballinger-Pincho- t
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
investigation have become so WEDNESDAY APRIL 20
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 tedious that auditors are unable to
Weekly,
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per
MORT H. SINGER
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
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Weekly, six months
Director, Princess and La
Managing
Daily, per month, by mail...... 65
the
75 that a country wide interest in
7.00
quarter
mail
per
Weekly,
Salle
Theatres, Chicago
Daily, per year, by
controversy can be maintained much
Presents
longer despite the ginger that ColOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
to
into
is
lier's Weekly
inject
trying
THE QUALITY MUSICAL PLAY
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to the affair.
This controversy will shortly have
i
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing erculatl)
come off the first page. It is
ito
ive
Southwest.
of
the
and
progress
people
among the intelligent
antiquated and the American
people are not much for antiquities,
i
A hostile season is also rapidly ap-- I
UNION(fty)LABEL
proaching and the populace will soon
decline to care whether Glavis of
with
whom it never heard before and of
out of the ground and grev 'rapidly
GET OVER YOUR GROUCH.,
'
whom perhaps' it will never hear
The trend of municipal attairs tne iue .um
!
is a liar and megalomaniac orl
ViT
again,
was uuu iu .u
pr,.i
.u,uiumas u lai
he One Big Musical Comedy
past two days Oias given some of the) valley where the land was warm and ihh. l ne eviutuce nuivu
as
to
been
adduced
the attitude of
to
get
a
citizens
grouch. They ought
there was plenty of. water, with the
Secretary. Ballinger toward conserva-- a
Sensation of the Season
it out of their system as quickly as result that when the 'young' crops' be- tion
has become somewhat blurred as 1
corn
as
when
so
the
not
bad
are
to
yield,
Matters
especially
gan
possible.
to the public at large by the corrod- THE ORIGINAL
SUPERB CAST
roastto excuse any citizen from working crop had progressed enough for
influence of time. Mr. Pinchot is
MAMMOTH
ORIGINAL
ing
THE
swore
for the common good and that means ing, every Indian in the camp
coming to be remembered only as a
SCENIC
PRODUCTION,
there
the upbuilding of the city. Go to the by this young lieutenant, and dis- former chief forester, who was reand
show tonight, not to be instructed or was not one of them who had any
moved for reasons which were or
Famous Princess Theatre Chorus
to find a solution for existing political position to run away, for he had full were not good.
conditions, but to laugh. The man charge."
The public eye is turning from all Positively the Greatest Singing and
who laughs is a booster, the man with
these
issues and these personages to
Dancing Chorus in America.
a grouch is a knocker. It is all a HOW THOSE DEMOCRATS LOVE the thermometer. Besides, the base
COMPANY OF SEVENTY.
EACH
OTHER.
matter of temperament and a good
ball season is fairly under way. The
more
bile
from
Colorado
your
will
expel
The Democratic party in
laugh
Roosevelt reception is approaching
This Company's Record:
is in about as bad a boat as the party and be(ore tne echoes of the shout- system than a dose of liver pills.
467 Nights
Princess Theatre,
man
the
wisest
accounted
are
too
many ing and the tumult of that function
in New Mexico. There
Solomon,
Chicago.
who ever lived, said: "A merry heart leaders and too few followers. The has died away, the American ear will
6 Months
Broadway Theatre,
He Democratic hosts are like the opera be
doeth good like a medicine."
turned toward San Francisco to
New York.
from
came
knew that happiness
bouffe armies of Central America or catch an echo of the impact of the fists
PRICES: 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.
within, not without. He believed in Hayti every one a general or a colonel of Jeffries and Johnson.
on Sale at Fischer's Drug
Seats
troucure.
He knew that
the mirth
and no privates. Says the Pueblo
Store Saturday, April 16.
bles are borrowed, for he said so. He Chieftain:
Hello, what's this? The Albuquer-Saturdawas enough of a doctor to know that,
witnessed a scene
"Coloradoans
Morning Journal on the water
soon
not
will
forget.
laughter expands the lungs, that, it
they
Sounds very much like it
wagon?
stimulates
it
and
that
aids digestion,
Thev saw the state central committee,
the entire system.
the county chairmen and the editors of :from the following editorial:
The story of the king wno was suf- the Democratic party convene in three! "ew Mexico going dry!
"Just think of it after all the years
fering from melancholia and who was separate sessions in Denver for the
told that if he were to sleep in a hap- purpose of discussing the best mode of the picturesque old southwest, to
a nearly forgotten
gambling
py man's shirt he would be cured, il- for Governor Shafroth to follow to have
lustrates this point. After a long lead his party out of its present un- - memory and town after town becom-popul- Basket leaves
Monday Tuesday
difficulties, and not one of ing arid as Death Valley in a da'outh.
search a beggar announced he was
cot-t- o
Returns
a
is
old
timers
"It
for
the
courteous
was
sessions
was
asked
those
enough
giving
Thursday and Friday.
happy. Immediately he
the governor to invite him to be
his shirt, only to reply that he had
feeling to read the election AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
San Juan county
none. When the king was told that present for counsel and with but one returns nowadays.
the only happy man to be found was exception, not one of the two nun-- on the wagon; one saloon buried in Mrs.PO. BROWN
so poor he had no shirt, the humor dred who attended the three meetings 'Alamogordo with impressive
Phone No 23 Red
rites;
of the situation overcame him, and visited the governor with a view of licenses going up all around and the
he at once recovered from his melan- ascertaining his ideas, desires or in- - bar sinister being gradually and sure- cholia.
tentions.
ly relegated to the archives.
witstate
"What is the cause?
but
the
"Not
that
only
If you "never trouble trouble till
" 'Business,' said a traveling man
trouble troubles you," the chances are nessed .the spectacle of a state cenSHOP
resolutions, yesterday. 'Business and irrigation.
you will live a life of peace and quiet. tral committee adopting
If you can repeat the following the intent of which was to discredit The people are so busy they haven't
For
story without bringing a look of dis and discourage its governor and three time for a drink .and are doing their
years .he only
un-- ;
on corner lots. They are so
gambling
gust to the face of the hearer, you can hours later the same men, while
first class tonsorial parlor
put it down that he is not a pessimist. der the influence of the banquet, jeer- occupied with putting water on tihe ' in
Fe.
almost
and
insultingly gave aml they haven't time to put fire
"Nail a square piece of water mgly
men- - .ujiporuiig uiuzzaiia iu a muuuu water in themselves. It isn t over- NEW
OUR
PITCH
a
when
side
of
the
and
house,
against
TREATMENT
the water has dried up, move the stating that the action of the after- piousness nor the agitation of temperhouse away, and what remains is a noon was not meant as a slur on the ance workers that is doing it. It is
s guaranteed to cure, (not only
governor.
citizens
miffle."
simply that the
"Two hours after this the Demo- haven't time to monkey with the relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
No further enlightenment is needother scalp irritations. We also
cratic
editors, in an executive meet- saloon and the. tiger any more.'
nature
ed. Persons of a dyspeptic
ing in a back room of the second floor
will not listen a second time
"Eastern New Mexico is the center carry a complete line of all the
from the of the
The man who takes his worries to!f the farthest addition
dry belt. Roswell has closed popular hair and facial tonics.
bed with him has the worst bedfellow street ot the Albany hotel, adopted a the green baize door and a movement
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
secret resolution endorsing the pres is on to drain Carlsbad. Clovis with
in the world.
ent administration- - F.vident'v tnn
BATHS BATHS BATHS
There are a good many cure-alls- .
.
is prepar
e fourteen or ntteen saloons
7 u
is
best.
the
Lake-wooand
the
d
Optimism
cheapest
ing for a drouth. Dexter and
It reaches further and costs less than the state central committee to come
it is said, are the only thirst
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
any other. Better lay in a supply out openly against the committee and stations on the Pecos nowadays, and
Phone us, we will be glad to call for your
while yet you may. There is a time in favor of the governor.
will dry up ere long."
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
"Could any party of any other state they
for everything and the acquiring of a
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
Union
save
in
the
the
Democratic
cheerful disposition is a good way to
All work is guaranteed: your
And
one
real
"I
in
of
Colorado bring about such
only
difficulty
spend the time not devoted to other party
socks are mended and buttons
census
said
a
information,"
fiasco?"
securing
duties.
sewed on you shirt8. without
one of the city enumerators yester- extra charge.
The Optic is again printing vigorous day, says the Albuquerque Morning PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
SCHOOL GARDEN LOGIC.
editorials advocating a good road to Journal. "This always bobs up when
The mind of the child is much like
Mora, Those editorials are a peren-- : I ask the lady of the house her age.
that of the savage. It is influenced nial recurrence and
ought soon to 'Do I really have to tell that?' they
by concrete example rather than by bear fruit. It does seem a hopeless say. 'If you don't tell us we shall
the
abstract reasoning. Therefor
task for newspapers seeking to arouse have to guess at it,' is the reply, and
following tale, even though somewhat public opinion, public interest, pub-- 1 they generally come across hand- fanciful, gives correctly the logic for lie energy in a lethargic community, comely. The average woman would
school gardens, which after once es- and but for the abundant optimism of a little rather give you her age than
tablished would result in many vacant the average editor, he would cease allow you to guess at it. So, after all
and ugly spaces in the city being ut- boosting for his community and would it hasn't proved a ireal difficulty."
ilized for gardening purposes, and that devote himself entirely tc the task of
The enumerators say that the news- many boys who now leave to seek caring, for himself and his own and papers have rendered invaluable aid
work elsewhere, would be content to letting an ungrateful constituency do to the census bureau in the wide pub-it- s
own shouting, cutting out even the Hcity they have given the matter. "I
remain here and till the soil:
iJ "When the Civil war broke out a florid
obituary when some old skin- - find," said the same enumerator yes-flito
who
enlisted
California
would never interest him- - terday, "that people have been keep-sel- f
in
boy
expecting
in any project for the public good, inS so well posted about the 'count-shuffle- s
be sent south, but his regiment was
Where prices are lowest
l'
in the Morning
campaign
off to his reward. But all
sent to New Mexico where the Inare
Journal
that
to
or
primed up
later.
they
dians were troublesome
and where agitation has its effect sooner
for sale quality"
several hundred of them bud been cap- It is planting seed, and while some fairly exude information faster than
tured and held at a military station. falls among rocks and a lot more we can ask questions."
There is every reason to believe
They were sullen, half hostile, and it among tares there will be a harvest that the
on
present census wil be the
time
some
the
from
seed that falls
was a clear case that they would run
One Resolution to Make
most
accurate
and complete
ever
soil.
road
to
will
Mora
be
That
care
not
good
would
and
away if they could,
what atrocities they committed in or built some day and in the meanwhile taken in New Mexico. Nearly everythe men of a community who see no body, native people and homeseekers
der to do so.
lfresh flom Iwa is anxious to give
What other 1910 Resolu
"After the new regiment had been farther than the proboscis in theif
New Mexico as good a showing as
tion youmay make
in camp a few days, this California face are losing good, solid dollars by
not getting together and securing for possible and while some slight error
boy, who, by the way, was a lieutenthemselves the benefit of such a is inevitable and the work in the
ant, applied to the colonel of the regResolve now that you will
such as their children will en- - mote districts will be difficult, it looks
iment to let him have direct charge
5f
s
count-bleas
us
all
of
be
would
at KAUNE & CO. the
nearly
trade
trouthe
,sweet
manana
when
in
of the Indians, and at the same time joy
cease from troubling and every- coming year. It is a resoluasked him to send east for garden
will be and will do what he ought
body
a
make
tion in your own interest, for
seeds, saying he wished to
There are occasions when patience
to be and do.
garden and intended to have the Inceases to be a virtue, when it is pub- it means the best possible
dians do the work, or most of it. The
rebel
refuse to pay
The Albuquerque Journal has not lic dutv
table supplies at lowest poscolonel did not think much of the plan,
seen a copy of that much heralded taxes, when good citizens must undo
yet
sible prices.
but yielded to his wishes and loaned statehood
report of Senator Albert J. what their own indifference permitted
him some artillery horses to plow
Beveridge which he boasted he would to be accomplished. There were men
the land.
make the best that ever was. It is a Jn the davs of 1776 who dared to do
"He was a natural linguist and in a great disappointment and the Senator tnis and more to set rid of an obnox- Think it over isn't KAUNE
few days understood enough of the from Indiana either has lost bis much lous form of government.
This seems
&
communiCo, the logical store for you
language of the savages to
exploited brilliancy or really does not to be a &ood tirae to force the adopcate freely with them. When the know much about the territories. A tion of commission government by
to patronize through 1910.
and in
Beeds came he showed them to the In- copy of any of the governor's reports cities that are misgoverned
dians and explained to them that this for the past dozen years would have whictti city councils brazenly defy the
one would make plenty corn, this one made a much better, a more il'.umin- PuhIlc will and subverse the public
plenty cabbages, this one .plenty on- ing report on the statehood bill than &od.
ions, and so he went on through the the Beveridge report.
"
From all parts of New Mexico come
hit and told them if they would help
Belen wants to incorporate, Here reports that smudgepots alone saved
him plant them and take care of them
& COMPANY
at Santa Fe some people speak of the fruit from destruction by late
they should have all they wanted.
"He won two or three over to him disincorporating. Funny, some com- - frosts. A New.Mexico orchard with- nud in a few days the whole band be munities are like some people, always out a battery of smudge pots will in
came enthusiastic. They helped plant wanting what they haven't got wheth- - the future be considered a poor in
3
vestment.
the seeds and when tho" seeds shot er it be troub!e of pleasure.
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OF SANTA FE.

The Oldest Danking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
v 80.000

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized .w$rld on' as liberal "terms
as are given by any money tradsmiting agency public 'or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six nonths' or years, time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
ard aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
-
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PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

'

j

BEAD, Cashier.

tAK
FRAKK McKAHE, Assistant Cashier.

L. A. HUGHES,

ELK'S THEATRE

A STUBBORN
CINDERELLA

J. B.

PALEN, President,

the Best Hotels in the West

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

LAUNDRY

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

j

For Best Laundry Work

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

ton-mout- h

;

Aent

1

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER
i3

j

aanta

hard-heade-

Commodious Sample i?ocm
Long Distance Telephone Station.

d

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, "6 very Room
PRESS THE BUTTON WE

.

WP ATP

':.

Nnw

-

& Co.

GROCERS

,

us-a!-

re-roa-

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

-

H. S. KfiUNE

FIRST CLASS CAFE

THE REST.

PULL course MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

f wait.

serving

DO

Ourinereasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yottrs.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

RATES J1.00A BAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
UEROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW! MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service.

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

HERE IS A VERY

GREGG Prop.

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK -- EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
--

.

-

H. S. KAUNE
PUO'XE 26

Don't

rail

to
Call

and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many

other
articles
;

that
attract
:i

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301.303

San Francisco St.

Proprietor
Santa Fe, N, M.
,1',,.
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THE EARMEB SOWS WHAT

PERSONAL MENTION

HE EXPECTS TO REAR IF YOU
WISH A COMFORTABLE OLD
AGE, PLANT

HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

Fred Chavez, of Willard, is at
Gregg's hotel.
J. M. Lee, a Santa Fe official, is at

111 a Liltle

Gregg's hotel.
Frank Koenig, of St. Louis, is at the
Coronado hotel.
R. G. Lafite of Denver, is visiting
friends here.
G. S. Norton, a New York tourist,
is at Gregg's hotel.
Mrs. Fiske will not be at home tomorrow afternoon.
Ralph Roseberry, of Los Cerrillos,
is here on business.
Attorney E. H. Darling of Albu- querque ,is here on business.
Miss Nettie Hammond, of Saginaw,
Mich., is a tourist in the city.
James Whitlock a sightseer from
Midland, Texas, is at Gregg's.
T. A. Merrifield and Thomas Will-jam- s
are Las Vegans in thecity.
' rage
viero or, ne Mounted .fo-lice,
Is ill with pneumonia at Albu.
querque.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Police,, has retnnned home
'
' '"
"
'
We"d'ell
"1880
'"Oliver
3 InTtifo; a copy of Shakesp'eake' sold for
Mr.
A.
and
D.
Mrs.
Archuleta and
Homes was offered this same book for $4,000. But had $5 been put out at
com pound, interest (4 per cent.) in 1623, it would have amounted in 18S0, family of Douglas, Ariz., are at the
Palace hotel.
to $160,000,,
,
Hon. Thomas B. Catron has return'
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
ed home from Santa Rosa where he
We pay liberal interest consisten t with safety.
had been on legal business.
Governor Mills went to Las Vegas
&
this morning on a business trip. He
expects to return tomorrow evening.
Attorney A. A. Jones of Las Vegas,

MONEY IN
THE
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BANK
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in YourBome

'

NOW

THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
I'

and what ycu want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and
lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
if you use "SEW ALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUN-

-

SHINE" inside finishes,

,

frornVAl-buquerqu-

''it

Whenlyou paint you want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Cur paints are made from the BEST white

e.

'

;

lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination that lasts

for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.

.

CO.

TRUST

UNITED STATES BANK

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE- - -- INSURANCE

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
For full particulars call or
address the above company

Phnnp
imJUo. Port

Nft

IRQ

ill

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

of Miss Lucy Coleman.
Governor Curry proceeded yesterday from Albuquerque to Fort Sumner and from there will come to Santa
Fe in a day or two.
Sheriff Silviano Roibal of Rio Arriba county, is at the Coronado hotel.
' He
is on his way to the asylum at Las him. The most consoling truths of our
Vegas with two insane persons.
holy faith only fill the sinner with re"Waldo Twitchell, son of R. E. morse and despair. The priest begins
Twitchell, has returned from Ann Ar to pray, 'Go forth Christian soul.' But
bor where he has been attending the is that sinner a Christian? Has he
University of Michigan." Las Vegas ever followed the doctrines of ChrisOptic.
tianity? Where are the works of a
A. Staab was a passenger this tore-noo- Christian? The
priest continues: 'O
for Las Vegas to be present at Lord, have compassion on thy serthe celebration of the birthday anni- vant!' What, he the servant of God?
versary of his daughter, Mrs. Max. Has he not' rather served the devil
NordhaiiSi
and his own wicked passions?
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo, the nrominent
The Devil Prays.
Democrat and lawyer of Las Vegas,
devil begins to pray.
"Then
WaS in the PITV VOstDVrloiT
the
In
ottnnJ j
' .in.,
i.iij ,yj UtLCUU
'Go forth perThis
his

SURETY BONDS.

St.

brushes, dry colors oils,' alabastine, muresco, stencils,
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.

was here yesterday to attend the fun- eral of Antonio Joseph. He was reg
istered at Gregg's.
Mrs. Hample, Mrs. J. B. Read and
baby were bound for Albuquerque
this forenoon to attend the wedding

O C. WATSON & COMPANY

119 San Francisco

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,

Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.

mtschbaum
Uomss,
lift mrmiFff
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Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

ALSO

Dealers in Furniture,
FOR THE HOUSE

FINE LINE OF Carpets and Rugs

iunerai. tie registered
at the Claire.
David Maestas, the very efficient
assessor of Rio Arriba county and
who has many friends in this
ilhas returned to his home after attend
ing to official business here.
Mrs. E. E. Doll, sister of Mrs. N. L.
King, has returned here after o
lengthy visit with relatives in Califor
jusf-jm-

kinds of furnishings from eninawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tiie assortment ' of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding

AH

s

go-car- ts

Tueyare GRBT!!

Look over oar stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

s

nia.

Si

Mrs. Doll is a fine .ninnisto nml
c
hns nrnnaori int
ing God!"
among musicians,
and
Father Vogt said:
Concluding,
music lovers of this citv.
"Brethren, may the words of Jesus
ever ring in your ears; death shall
DESCRIBED THE DEATH OF
come like a thief in the night, when
THE CARELESS CATHOLIC. you least expect it."
Father Vogt will preach tonight on
Noted Redemptorist Says Grim Reaper
"Judgment
Day."
Will Indeed Come Like Thief
in the Night.

her
particularly
home-comin-

Ornamental Doors.)

L

is
prayer:
jured soul. You have broken your
baptismal vows; now go forth from
that body which you have so often defiled by sin. Depart from your fellow
tnen whom you have so often scanGo
dalized by your bad example.
meet your just judge whom you have
so often crucified.'
"Yes, my friends, it is a terrible
thing to fall into the hands of the Liv-
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MARKETTREPORT

The death of the careless Catholic
that is, a Catholic who turns a deaf
MONEY AND METALS.
ear to the admonitions of his conNew York, April 20. Call money
sciencewas the subject of a most 29 (Jt 3
per cent; Prime mercantile
forceful sermon delivered last night
4
paper
per cent; Mexican dolat the Cathedral by the Rev. Father lars
741-2- ;
Atchison
44;
Vogt, the Redemptorist who is con 113
122
New York Central
ducting a mission here 'this week. The Reading 164
'Southern
Pacific
mission is for the
1851-4- ;
84
1201-2- .
Steel
pfd.
Catholics and has been largely attendNew York, April 20 Leadlull 433
ed from the start.
445 ; copper weak standard
spot
Father Vogt pictured the terrible and May
12.3512.55; silver 531-4- .
contrast between the peaceful life
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
and the unhappy death of such a Cath
20. Wheat May
Chicago,
April
olic. 'During life," said the mission 106
00
; July
ary, "he stifles, the voice of conCorn May
July 60
science. He pays no heed to the
Oats May 417-8- ; July 39
warnings of priest, wife or children;
Pork May 21.50; July 21.65.
uod in His boundless patience waits
Lard May 13.2712.40; July
for him. He 'gives him health and;
wealth but the careless Catholic
Ribs May 12.20; July 12.05.
God and his goodness. ,' Finally
WOOL MARKET.
God takes away his health and casts
St.
Mo., April 20. Wool, unLouis,
him on a sick bed. The sinner curses
and western medichanged;
territory
God. Our Savior says: 'I called and
ums, 2224; fine mediums, 1820;
you did not hear; I stretched out my
hands and you would not heed. ' How fine, 1114.
LIVESTOCK.
often would I have gathered thee' to
me as the hen gathers her little ones,
Chicago, 111., April 20. Cattle Rebut thou woulds't not. Now I shall ceipts, 7,000; market, steady to 10
mock thee, now I shall laugh at thee cents lower. Beeves $5.608.50; Texwhen that which thou didst dread as steers $4.756.25; western steers
shall come upon thee like a whirlwind.' $4.906.75; stockers and feeders $3.75
The priest comes to the sinner's bed6.40; cows and heifers $2.707.20;
side, but the justice of God precedes calves $6.758.25.
3-- 4
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are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wcod is

'"'

WE POINT PROUDLY

to the fact that we handle only a line

perfect in every particular and of drugs and remedies known to be
free from every imperfection of
and that our
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our 'Lumber in their
specifications.
.

Charles W. Dudrow
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ANY PRICE. $ 1 2,50 To $20.00.
YoU'CAN PAYJ MORE if you want
THAT'S YOUR BUSINEJ,5.

to.
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W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
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Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

STRIPLING-BURROW-
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Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

ASK FOR A

SAMPLE

.

OUR MOTTO; "LIVE AND LET LIVE."

for-ge- ts

CLARENDON
GARDEN

Wise. up .tnOSe Jf4f
W plaCeS
Santa Fe Water

anp

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS, choice apples wow.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards
'

n and after Marsh 1st.
v

M

AR

gflffi

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and "White1 Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded la the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A few choice cockerels for sale
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

24 Hour Electric Service
f'

ARE ALL WooL-HAN- D
FITTING. THE
CLoTHES TO'&E HAD AT

CLoTHE--

TAILORED-FOR-

5--

pure and efficacious;
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
the very best qualities.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
om,faa?;

11

PAY
amid

!

This space next week for Electric Irons
and Electrical Cooking Specialties.

Light Company
v
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usually attained, there would remain
at critical times a large scope for extended issues of notes and the granting of credit. It was noteworthy that
the Bank of France had, throughout
its existence, been free from such restrictions, and that it was one of the
functions of the bank administration
to determine the relation between the
quantity of notes and the cash funds.
One of the evil effects of a fixed issue
which was recalled by Dr. Wagner
was that when the Peel Act was suspended in England in 1857, an event of
which Dr. Wagner had personal recollection, the cry was heard from the
continental press that the step was
equivalent to the suspension of specie
payments, simply because the Bank of
England was allowed, on the responsibility of the ministry, to issue uncovered notes beyond the legal limit.
Accepting the decision of the majorthat the contingent
ity, however,
would be retained, Dr. Wagner supported the suggestion that, in addition
to raising the contingent to 550,000,- 000 marks, it he raised still higher at
the
quarterly periods,
for at such times there may he a
greater need of credit, and it is pre
cisely then that the chief function of
the central bank of issue comes into
play. He suggested, therefore, that
the contingent of uncovered and un
taxed notes be allowed at such times
to exceed by 100,000,000 or even
marks the authorized limit at
other times.
Dr. Wagner
In this suggestion
adopted the proposal made by a practical banker. Mr. Arthur Fischel, of

St, Louis Rockv Mi &
i

Pacific

Company.
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Every one should take a tonic in the Spring ; our systems require
The change in the seasons produces a like change in our bodies,
10
and more is required of the blood, from which source we receive phys35
JL
ical nourishment and strength, at this particular time than at any other.
d
12 00
10 0j
2
3 55
11 37
7
2 5U
9 40
JUL
Almost every one feels bad in the Spring. Some have no partic11 37
42
4 12
n
and weak, and their
ular
11
20
4 30
sickness, but are debilitated,
48
11 00
4 50
a
This
state
of
are
in
disorder.
deranged condition of
general
systems
ILv
5 10
An 10 40
the health is due to weak, anaemic blood; the circulation is infected
...r
K oeh 1M.
10 sf
5U0
f
10 10
Colfax-with impurities which have diminished its natural nourishing powers,
5 50
9 42
78
6 08
(Virososo
and the body is suffering from deficient blood nutriment. The refuse
Ar
82
9 25
Lv
11
6 35
Cimarron
8 55
Lv
Ar!
82
00
Cimarron
and impurities which naturally accumulate in our systems are not
47
8ti
17 08
Nash
ti
because those members whose duty it is
37
S8
9 properly expelled in Winter,
17 18
Harlan
8 20
94
Utt! 1'ark, '.M.. .Lv
7 35
Ar
to perform this work of drainage do not receive sufficient stimulation
from outdoor exercise, and therefore grow dull and sluggish in their
In Dawson, N, M. ai6:15p. m. action ; nor is the skin as active in
Connects with K. I'. & S. W. Ry, train Xo.124
arriving
eliminating waste maters in cold
iConnects with K.l'.AS.W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving i'awson N, M. ut 9:55 a. in.
M.
weather because the pores are not so open as in warm seasons.
SStao for Van Houten X, M, meets trains at Preston
S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
C.
These Winter accumulations pollute the blood and largely destroy
SOUTHBOUND
NORTH 'BOUND:
No. 1, 4.48 a. m.
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
its
nutritive
qualities, and when Spring comes, and everything takes
11 11 p, ill.
No.
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
on new life, and we change our method of living, the circulation is so
Track connection with A. T. &. S. V. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O. S. Ry. at
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
weakened that it is unable to supply the increased demands of the
Cimarron. N. M, which is depot or following station Oeate, Miami, Hayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
system. Then we suffer from weakness, nervousness, loss of appetite,
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seeo, Aurora,
There is a constant worn-olassitude, etc.
feeling, sleep is not
(Jerro, Klizabethtown. LoImj, Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
Baldy Black Lakes,Taos
and Twining.
River City, Talpa,
the ordinary duties of
to
feel
able
do
not
we
and
perform
refreshing,
l)aily. i'Flag, t Daily except Sunday
Jaily life. This disordered condition demands the use of a tonic, and
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. DEDMAN,
it should be one which has the additional qualities of a first class blood
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.
Superintendent,
purifier, for to restore health and strength the blood must be pure.
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N.
Raton, N. M.
The healthful botanical ingredients of which S. S. S. is composed,
and the method of combining and preparing them so that they build up
and strengthen every portion of the body, make it the best of all Spring
tonics. S. S. S. is Nature's medicine, free from strong mineral mixtures and made entirely of the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of
roots, herbs and barks ; a safe and pleasant tonic for persons of any age.
ASK FOR TICKETS
S. S. S. is not only the best Spring tonic, but its ability and worth
as a genuine biooa purifier is
universally recognized. It builds
PRETTY GOOD EVIDENCE.
up the depleted system in the true
I
have used S. S. S. and found it to
way, by purifying the blood and be an
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
excellent blood purifier and
of
supplying an increased amount
blood was weak and
tonic.
Douglas, and all Points in New
nourishment to every portion of impure, My
and as a result my system
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
the body. S. S. S. removes all became very much run down anil deI lost twenty or more
bilitated.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
accumulations from the circulain weight, had no appetite and
pounds
the
and
enriches
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
purifies
tion,
was in bad shape.
'
Seeing S. S. S. adblood and overcomes the unpleasvertised I began its use, and am well
El Paso & Southwestern System
ant physical ailments that always pleased with the results after using it
From lo'J
little while.
come with Spring. It rids the for some 165
is pretty good evidence
to
pounds
imbody of that tired feeling,
of merit on the part of S. S. S., and as
proves the appetite, reinvigorates to my appetite, it is superb. My
have been
every fibre and tissue of the body, system and general health
I do not
and imparts healthful energy to wonderfully builtS. S.up,S. ami
the cretlit for
The body hesitate to give
all who are
II. MARTIN.
it
50 Second St, Warren, O.
Bean not be strong and well if the
For Rites and full information address
tonic should be used which does
EUGENE A. FOX,
not thoroughly cleanse the circulation. If you select S. S. S. as your
tonic this Spring you will experience better results and more vigorous
g. f. & P. A.
health than ever before, because it will make your blood "just right. "
El Paso Texas.
Insist on getting S. S.S., there is no other "just as good."
THS SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
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out that original and highly vital

fully recommend

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
STRIPLING

&

of

Company,

BURROWS CO.

any great extent with such bills as
can not be accepted by the Reichs-banBut you not only get the desired moderation of the banker in treacherous times, you get also the desired
moderation of the banker in point of
the number and the kind of customers whose drafts he will accept."
The duties of the Imeperial bank to
k.

d

Mendelssohn

no

principle,
such lasting accomplishments were ever
to be had.
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
Restorative Tablets or Liquid and see for yourself what it can and will do. We sell and cheer,

the country came under discussion
from time to time and the difference
between its obligations and those of
a private bank. Even the latter, it
was insisted by Dr. Riesser, were not
without the obligation of considering
economic interests. "I have always insisted," he declared, "that even the directors of a private bank occupy an
official position and do not merely
carry on a business; that is to say,
that they have not merely to consider
private business interests, but that in
every transaction they are bound not
only to consider its bearings upon
their business affairs, but to keep in
sight its economic aspects in connection with the economic situation of
the country."

200,-000,0-

Berlin.

Fischel expressed a preference
for abolishing the fixed limit and for
requiring a gold reserve which should
of the amount
always equal
of notes, with the proviso that if the
s
reserve was less than
the
additional issues should be subject to
tax. He did not consider a change
(altogether wise, however, under exist
ing conditions, except in the extension of the uutaxed issue at the quarter ends. He considered it true that
If you want anything on earth try
when the issues of the bank crossed a New Mexican Want Ad.
the limit of the untaxed circulation it
constituted a danger signal, and he
would not admit that the frequent MOODY'S
HACK LINE
sounding of the signal should dull the
sense of danger. He decalred on this
From
Mr.

one-thir- d

two-third-

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

The Best Route

Stomach trouble is but a symptom of. ana not
In itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia,
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
they are symptoms only of a certain specific
Nerve sickness nothing else.
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Phoop
in the creation of that now very popular Stomach
Kennedy Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
direct
to the stomach nerves, alone broughtGoing
that success
and favor to Dr. Snoop and his Restorative. With-

East or West

point

BARRANCA TO TAOS

:

"If we have had in the last years
North South
such a frequent overstepping of the Meets Both
note contingent, this has happened
Bounds Trains.
precisely because we have been in an
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
altogether abnormal situation in point the north bound train and arrives at
of economic development as well as in
Taos at 7 p. m.
point of the condition of our circulaTen miles shorter than any other
tion and the condition of the Reichs-bank- ,
way. Good covered hack and good
and it was actually beneficial teams.
for us to receive frequent warnings.
Hiiaag dena to Idaks Fu- The danger signal, therefore, I would
Comfortabls.
eengei
retain, but I question whether this
danger signal does not often sound at
the wrong time. If we say that we
must be able to have a certain quantiof
one
was
declared
it
by
Europe that
of uncovered notes in circulation,
ty
Mr.
the members of the commission,
we ought to keep in mind that at the
Fischer, chairman of the Chamber of quarterly periods the;, demand upon
Palace.
Commerce of Reutlingen, to have the
is much greater than it
Harper S. Cunningham, City; Mr. been, "in the eyes of the public, noth- is atcurrency
for an overstepping
other
times,
and Mrs. A. D. Archuleta and family, ing short of usury." The comparative of
at these periods is nothlimit
the
JosSt.
J.
Goldflnger,
Douglas, Ariz.;
financial isolation of Germany, as a
abnormal, while at other times
eph, Mo.; Ralph Roseberry, Los
result of the hostile feeling against her ing
it should be regarded as abnormal."
D. C.
A. B. Spencer, A. W. Terrell, in France, found an echo in the declaThe character of loans made by the
Amarillo; M. K. McMillan, Santa Fe; ration of Freiherr Von Gamp
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MAY BE PREVENTED.
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Conservation of Moisture of Soil
Arid and Semi-Ari- d
States is
the Solution.

in

WANTED

Spokane, Wash., April 20. Conservation of the moisture of the soil in

the semi-ariof the United
ods of tillage
spring floods
d

belt of the western part
States by modern methwill avert the disastrous
in the Mississippi val-

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Bis nav. Write
for'tull particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co.. Cleveland, O.
FOR
Of

rent

In most

delightful part

hnnsn with
new bath, electric lights,
telephone, acre of
rich
garden,
young
small
orchard,
fruits,
city and acequia water, yards for 200
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
for carpenter shop. Address L., New
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
City.

cellar;

of."

The Missouri, Mississippi,' Platte,
Republican and Arkansas rivers and a

hundred other less important streams
at least once a year gather the torrents that pour down the mountain
gorge and surge through the coulees
and arroyos of the high western
plains, and swollen with the melting
snows anil spring rains these streams
hurl floods through the towns and
cities in the Mississippi and tributary
valleys, driving men, women and children from their homes and leaving
destruction, desolation and disease in
their wake.
The statement that, most of these
floods are caused by the melting
snows on the mountains is generally
accepted, yet it is a fact that snow
is only one of the contributary factors. Little or no consideration has
been given to the rainfall in that vast
stretch of territory west of the 98th
meridian, the common belief being
that the area once known as "the
Great American Desert" does not receive sufficient rain to make an appreoff-ye- ar
ciable variation in the volume of water carried by the streams in the Mississippi valley.
That this view is erroneous is
proved by a computation of the volume of water in an annual rainfall of
10 inches.
One inch of rain on an
acre of ground represents 226,881
pounds or 27,155,103 gallons, while a
rainfall means that the same
area has received 271,551.03 gallons.
The average annual rainfall in the
dry belt ranges from six to
more than 20 inches, the precipitation
varying according to locality. Therefore a
annual rainfall, which
is considered a low estimate for the
NILES & MOSER CIGAR CO., Distributors
entire region embraced in the terri3500
Telephone m
The Clubhouse is banded the Perfecto is not
Denver, Col.
tory between the 98th meridian and
the continental divide in the Rocky
mountains, embracing an area of
about 500,000,000 acres, would give a
137,775,815,000,000
precipitation of
gallons of water.
nomena which cause the annual floods says the cop. 'Don't you know it's rleat h "
gnu just the same. Then I began to
Over the largest portion of this in the Mississippi and its
"Stone gave me a glare and
tributary against the law to go about the streets
said,jget sore. They gave me permission
area, the principal precipitations come rivers:
in disguise? How do I know you're I don t know you. He looks like
at0 telephone Stone, and I told him he
during the winter and spring months.
The dry farmer opens the soil so what you say you are? You come crook, oftTcer. ouhad better take him had eone fnr enough
Much is in the form of snow and that
with
me.'
along.'
the moisture which falls upon it along
"I guess he thought so, too, so I was
lodges on the mountains or covers the will penetrate the
"I told him to wait before he made
can imagine how I felt. released.
ground, instead of
"Well,
you
That's the nearest 1 ever
plains during the winter, but most of running off in destructive streams. He a fool of himself, but he would not I cussed the cop, I cussed
1 came to
in a prison cell."
Stone,
languishing
the precipitation is in the form of holds the moisture in
the soil by sysrains during March, April, May and tematic
cultivation, and,, while this
June. Thus the heaviest precipitafinds its way to the sureventually
tion begins just before the snow be- face
streams,
it is so gradual that
gins to melt, increases in volume as the normal flow of the streams
is not
the vanishing drifts pour their mil affected to
any
appreciable
degree.
lions of gallons into the mountain
It may be many years before the set
streams and creek beds on the plains, tlement
of the west shall have advancand attains its maximum at a time to ed
sufficiently to bring about complete
force the already swollen streams
over their banks and cause the annual immunity from flood danger in the
Mississippi valley, but that this will
deluge.
be accomplished when all the land is
The question that naturally arises under cultivation seems possible alis : How can dry farming or any oth- most to the
point of absolute
er method of cultivation affect the results of these meteorological
phe-

1

Each Henry George is Like the Rest

Looks the same, tastes the same, is the same
every day in every year
smokes
with the same velvety richness burns with the same evenness
It
without tote, without harshness. Like good wine the tobacco is
aged
into a perfect flavor tobacco that comes from the same district every
season, but only vintage crops, no
harvests. The quality s too
well known we can't afford to use the poor
crops. We make so many
of

millions

the

.eery Georgethat3c Cidar

we maintain such big warehouses
we can afford to buy and
store enough good crop tobacco at a time to
keep the cigar good all the
time. The Henry George is always aHead
aHead in distinction
liiciiKcu uy a

neaa oj distinction.

.
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nomena?
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
Dry farming is based upon the
of
principle
conservation of moisture
in the soil. Farmers in the semi-ariHomer B. Mason, the star of Mort
west accomplish this by systematic
H. Singer's "A Stubborn Cinderella"
tillage. Deep plowing, so that the falling moisture may penetrate the earth Company, which will be presented toto the greatest depth, is one of the night at the Elks theater is a big,
fundamental principles, of all success- strapping fellow with a humorous
ful dry farming systems, while syste- twinkle in
his eye, and a chap who
matic cultivation of the surface to
a
maintain a dust blanket, is the supple- enjoys joke even when it is played
mental principle applied to retain the upon himself as the following will
show.
moisture.
"So you want a story? Well, here's
That deep plowing and systematic
cultivation will create a soil reservoir one, that happened to me when I was
for storing indefinitely the bulk of the in vaudeville. I was
playing in St.
moisture which falls upon the ground
Paul.
A
of
named Cal
friend
mine
in the form of rain or snow, and that
a
Stone
I was
that.
deal
framed
up
the conservation of moisture in the
soil by these methods makes agri- to come to a party he was giving at
his house that night, rigged up in my
culture in the semi-ari- d
sections of the
MEMBERS OF "THE BEAUTY BRIGADE."
west where the rainfall is extremely regular burglar makeup and do a
Who Will Be Seen in "A Stubborn Ci nderella" at the Elks' Theater
limited not only possible but profit- piano stunt. Well. I fixed myself up
Tonight
went to Ills back door and asked j
able, is attested by thousands of prac- and
for a bite to eat and told a hard luck
tical farmers who .have successfully
listen.' I showed him my carriage. cussed
.story.
myself, and then cussed every- EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED
produced crops by dry farming methThat
dind't 'fease' him.
"The girl was on and they got me
IN THE ESTANCIA VALLEY.
body in general. To heap it on the
ods in districts' with limited rainfall
into the parlor where all the guests
"Then," I said, "see here, just come cop took me to the station in
carthe
during periods ranging from three to were
seated, and Stone askerl me a back into the house and my friend riage I was paying for. The
40 years.
sergeant U. S. Geological Survey will Publish
lot of fake questions and I faked the Stone will tell you who I am."
would not believe me, and had me
Report on Possibilities of UtTests made on virgin soil show that answers, and finally ended
The cop was agreeable, so we went searched. They found
by doin
my
pistol
ilizing Ground Water.
the normal moisture was preceptible ing my piano stunt. Nobodyup was
back.
Stone came to the door.
on
my pocket, the one I used in my act.
to no appreciable depth, while in cul- but a couple of young
who had
"See here, Stone, this is a new man That was evidence against me,
they
An investigation of the Estancia
tivated orchards it was found at seen me do my turn at girls
the vaudeville on the force, I guess, and he wants said. The pistol was
a fake and valley, in the central
depths ranging from 15 to 20 feet. theater, 'but they kept mum and I to run me in. Just tell him who I am would not go off at
part of New
all, but he said Mexico, was made last summer
Where deep plowing and systematic went out of the back door as much and let me
by O.
go home. I'm freezing to that did not cut any ice, it was a E.
Meinzer, of the U. S. Geological
cultivation has not been practiced the a burglar as I was when I came in.
rains do not penetrate the hard,
"Well, that fellow Stone, bv Georce
soil, but run off in streams had gone to the chief of police, who
which convert the sand beds of the was a mend of his, and
put up a job
arroyos into, raging torrents, the snow on me, so when I was walking down
gathered1 during the winter following the steps to my carriage, a big cop
the same course when it succumbs to jumped out at me. I wasn't on, you
the rays of the spring sun.
know, and was sure scared to death.
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trcuble, and urinary
Here, then, is the answer to the I argued with the cop.
irregularities.
" 'Look at
question, how will dry farming affect
I.
my make-u- p
Pills
the
restore
lost
blood,
says
Kidney
Foley's
purify
and
Refuse
substitutes.
vitality
vigor.
" 'What do I care
the results of the meteorological phe- for your make-up,- '.
& CO.
61 KlrLINu-BUKnUW.
d

h

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

kane:
"If every acre of land west of the
Missouri river were in a good state of
cultivation and plowed to a depth of
not less than 10 inches at least every
alternate year, the torrents in the rivers leading from the mountains to the
Mississippi river would be unheard

h

English-Spanis-

X. M.

ley.
This theory is advanced by Prof. A.
B. Chamberlain, superintendent of the
Farmers' Institute in South Dakota,
who makes the following statement in
the current issue of the Dry Farming
Congress Bulletin, published in Spo-

h

Experienced,

stenographer, apply
Life Insurance Company,

Survey, for the purpose of ascertaining the .possibilities ()f utilizing
its
ground water for irrigation. This
broad valley which contains extensive tracts of tillable land, is bordered
by mountains, lulls, and mesas and
lies at tho center of an enclosed drainage basin that covers
about 2, null
.square miles. Ii includes no permanent streams, but the floods that, from
time to time come down the wash
arroyos sink in part into the ground
and saturate it so completely in
places near the center of the valley
that i he water plane is there virtually at the surface and the
ground
water is constantly being lost bv
Some of this water can
evaporation.
be recovered and used for
irrigation
by pumping from wells sunk to a moderate depth.
Water May Possibly Be Used.
Ground water can he found nearlv
everywhere in the valley, but. a number of conditions indicate that it occurs most abundantly on the west
side, which is supplied by run off from
the largest mountain
The
range.
areas most favorably situated for irrigation include the belt where the
long, gentle west slope merges into
the central flat, chiefly west of the
Santa Fe railway, and the broad bottoms of the principal arroyos.
In these areas, ground water exists
in considerable
quantities, is so near
the surface that the pumping lift will
not be great, and is
generally of
good quality. It seems probable that
if the water is
pumped in the most
economical manner, it can be profitably used for irrigation, and, though
the underground supply will serve to
irrigate only a very small part of the
ei mere is reason to believe
rti.ey
that it is sufficient to add
materially
to the agricultural
production of the
region. This resource should be developed but its development should
be carried out very carefully and with
an understanding of the
rigid limitations which sure involved. It is believed that the irrigation of small
plats in connection with dry farms
and ranches will be feasible over a
large part of the valley.
Character of the Water.
Assays made in the field show that
the water beneath the extensive west
slope is relatively very pure
near the Mesa Jumano where except
it is
impregnated with sulfates derived
from a quick bed of gypsum that outcrops there; but the shallow ground
water in the lower central area contains large quantities of chloride and
sulphates. Between the
western area of pure water andlarge
the much
smaller area of saline water is a belt
about, three miles wide, in which the
ground water is intermediate in quality. In the central area, better water
is found at. greater
depth but the samples assayed were all very much
more mineralized than the
pure water
or me west slope. The analvses
of
the several samples of soil that mrr
collected in the central' area are not.
yet completed, but the assays of the
water underlying this nart of th vat.
ley give results that are unfavorable
to its use in irrigation and it is therefore necessary to advice settlers in the
valley against expending money for
wells and pumping plants in the localities where the first ground water
encountered is preceptibly saline.
During the present year the geological survey will publish a
report on
the region, which will discuss the
geology, the water resources and the
possibilities of irrigation.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to connect with No. 1
also takes
passengers for No. 2
passing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
west-boun-

east-boun-

d

l's

connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounReturnand Nos. 4 and 8
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 cm.
east-boun-

sod-boun- d

Jd

PELS

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15

a. m.

Train arrives from the north at

4

p. m.

New Mexico Central.

Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.

m.

:
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broken. None of the occupants in
the carriage were hurt although they
were badly shaken up. It was remarked that the insane occupants were
undisturbed by the accident. How
any one escaped alive is a mystery.
Do Not Miss the Chicken Supper
The Ladies' Aid Society of St. John's
M. E. church will serve a chicken supper, in the basement of the church,
Friday, April 22nd, from 5 to 7 p. m.
Only 50 cents.
Pedro Romero Dead Pedro Romero
died of typhoid fever yesterday at his
home in this city. He was over CO
years or age ana unmaineu. me
eral will be held tomorrow.

Minor City Topics

No

C

4

4

No

(Continued From Page "fwo.)
Notice Tomorrow

Funeral

Red, White and Yellow

full

the services at the funeral
of Hon. Antonio Joseph which took
place yesterday afternoon' will be
printed in tomorrow's issue.
j
Chicken Supper Friday Night The
I.aides Aid Society of the Methodist, church will give a fricasse chicken
supper Friday at the church from 5 to
7 p. ni.
The charge will be 50 cents.
Artesia Has $20,000 Fire The big
meal and feed mill of the Kuy- kendall firm at Artesia, was destroyed
CARD OF THANKS,
by a fire which started from some unknown cause. The loss is estimated
Tne wjd0w and family of the Hon
at $20,000 with partial insurance.
Antonio Joseph desire to express their
Curtain at 8:30 p. m. Manager warmest thanks to the many mends
Stanton, of the Elks' theatre, announc-- whose kindly sympathy has been to
ed this afternoon that the curtain to- - them extended in the hour of their
night for "A Stubborn Cinderella" will bereavement and for the honors paid to
rise at 8:30 p. m. Those coming afte" the memory of their departed hits-that hour will be requested to refrain band, father and brother, expressing
from taking their seats until a con- - .their especial gratitude to the Masonic
'
venient part in the program.
lodge, who conducted the funeral serv- L. Bradford!
- ices, especially to Gov.
ArPolice
Mayor
Headquarters
thur Seligman has established a sys- Prince, Superintendent Crandall of
tern by which police help- can be call- - the United States Indian school, for
ed at any time between 9 p. m. and 6 the touching tribute of that institu-a- .
m. by calling up telephone Red 59. tion, to the Hon. Octaviano A. Larra-Hwants to be notified of any case zolo, the i. .3 of whose eloquence so
in which no response is given to a appropriately formed the last eulogy
telephone call as it is his endeavor to of the departed, to the guests who
a dis-ethe police available when need-- tended the obsequies from
Uance, to those whose floral offerings
Liked the Cinderella Show W. H. 'reposed upon the casket and to all
of F. E. Nuding of those present at the funeral coristi-thi- s
Horn,
city, arrived here today from Al- - tuted the last respectful tribute to the
buquerque where he saw last night "A memory of the deceased.
Stubborn Cinderella," which will be ELIZABETH FOREE JOSEPH,
given tonight at the Elks' theatre. "The MR. & MRS. ANTONIO F. JOSEPH,
show was simply fine and there is no JOHN C. JOSEPH.
mistake about that," was Mr. Horn's
HORSES RUN MILE RACE.
In these
emphatic announcement.
days when press agents and advance
(Continued From Page One.)
men boom every show on the road the
a
theatrepublic likes to hear what
po,e begfm tQ fepl eagy at losing sight
goer who has seen the show has to of his rival, he soon had his heart
say.
thumping again as the open stretch
Sheriff Has Close Call Sheriff
grew bigger and bigger. Finally Soles
viano Roibal of Rio Arriba county is found himself at the foot of the stone
receiving the congratulations of his steps. Whether he jumped out or fell
friends here today over his narrow out of the cab no one seems to know.
escape at Espanola yesterday while He found a slight handicap as he
crossing a railroad track on his way
into the "cage door" and
here. The sheriff and a deputy were jumped
it around with great force
swinging
bringing two insane persons to the
the
steps he dashed. He
up
slippery
Las
at
drivwere
and
asylum
Vegas
of the "land office"
the
sight
caught
ing to Santa Fe where they were to
he
burst
into the big room
and
take the train. While crossing the sign
Miss Church,
such
with
force
that
railroad tracks they failed to see an
ll
approaching engine and it is said that wno was m lueie' rusuea lul"alu lu
no signal was given by the engineer see what was soing to happen,
as a warning. The engine struck the Breathless Soles glanced at her ana
horses, knocking them down and tnen announced he wished to file on
dragging them and the carriage about tne 160 acres tnat Carmony had lived
He nad tne "Sht of way. Glanc- 35 feet before the engine came to a onstandstill. One of the carriage axles ing at the clock Miss Church noted
was broken but did not fall apart un- - that it was 12:28 p. m.
til some time after the accident. Oneij
Enter Carmony, 12:29.
horse was injured internally and will Then in just sixty seconds, or as
probably die. The other was apnar- - the big clock registered 12.29 Car-ently uninjured. The harness was niony came in. Some say he "blew in.'
account

GROCERY AND BAKERY
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BfiBOeiMEB
of Light, Sweet,
Wholesome
Food
Pure,

A Guarantee

e

at-ma-

full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.
Ptart. 4.

F. ANDREWS

Ho.

1

father-in-la-
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'

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YRDON

NEW

HIGKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

i

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mirr.
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ASSURED

ULflSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
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1

1
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Bies and Saddle Horses
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He was pale and evidently worried. New York
Who wouldn't be to arrive as he did

and

find

his rival's carriage returning.

If he had hoped against hope that the
slippery staris had felled his rival and
that he still was in time he soon lost
that confidence.
This all occurred Saturday afternoon and all day yesterday and today
people who heard about it said:
"These are the days of autos and motorcycles for eliminating time and dis
tance. Yet neither figured in this exciting race. How strange!"

BASEBALL.

A

X

HOW THEY STAND.

National League.
Won. Lost P.C.
2
1
.667
Pittsburg
2
Boston
1
.667
2
1
.667
Philadelphia

Cincinnati

..........

Chicago
St. Louis
Brooklyn

2
2
1
1

2
2
2
2

.

500

.500
.333
.333

..

1

2

.333

American League.
Won. Lost P.C.
3
1
Cleveland ... ..
.750
3
1
Boston ...
.750

....

Detroit
New York

Washington
Chicago

Philadelphia
St. Louis

2
1
2
1
1
1

2
1
3
3
2
2

.500
.500
.400

.333
.333
.333

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed bids for the erection of a
building to be known as Firemen's
hall, will be received by Frank Owen,
chief of fire department at the office
of the Water and Light Co., until 2
p. m. Thursday April 21st, 1910. Plans
and specifications can be seen at the
same office. On account of the specifications for the heating and plumbing not being completed the date of
receiving of the bids was changed as
above. The board of fire commissioners reserve the right ;tQ- - reject any
and all bids.
The Board of Fire Commissioners.
By Frank Owen, Secy.

OU'LL BE DISTINGUISHED FOR YOUR
AP
PEARANCE IN ANY COMPANY YOU'RE SEEN IN, IF WE PUT
the clothes on you. We have the styles here that you want; they're
.such clothes as you don't find any whereelse in this town. They're made exclu
WELL-DRESSE-

D

--

sivelyforus by

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

and that's all the argument you ought to need. These
are about the only clothes now that you can depend
on to be strictly
and that's important to
you to know if you consider it important to get value
for your money.
all-woo-

l;

We advise you to be sure of
in your
clothes; we're pretty certain if you once determine
that you must have that quality, you'll come to us
for your clothes.
all-wo-

ol

New

Fabrics, Models, Patterns in Spring Overcoats

&

Suits

This new season is a lively one in the variety

of
weaves and patterns we can offer you. Grays seem
to lead; plain grays, checks, stripes; plaids, all sorts of
mixtures; also many new browns and tans, and a big
range of good blues in all patterns. You'll find something good to fit your taste and your ideas of style.
The Spring overcoats are also exceptionally interesting. We have many new models to choose from;
some very smart new fabrics that will please you.
SUITS, $20 to $50 OVERCOATS $16.50 to $40.

We ought to tell you something more about our new hats for Spring;
some new blocks that make taste-an-d
headfitting easier than ever.
In fine neckwear also the variety is almost bewildering; the only man
who can't find neckwear to suit him in our stock is the man who doesn't
wear a necktie at all.

i

Pine shirts, fine hosiery, gloves
Spring and Summer underwear;
we cm supply any man with the
things he wears, as tine as you
want.

This store is the home of Hart
Schafixer & Marx clothes.
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Copyright

1909

bjr Hart Schiffher
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